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peopre wanted him out of otti e.
"I don 't know who spread the
News Writer
rumors but I have a pretty ood
Pat O'Donnell officially stepped idea," O'Donnell said.
/
down as chief justice of the AS
O'Donnell said he did not ~now
Superior Court Thursday afternoon what place the rumors had i~ not
and was succeeded by Justice Tori getting him renominated, but inPickerel.
dicated he did want the position. He
When questioned as to his also said he thought Pickerel ould
reasons in giving up the position of do a "good job."
chief justice, O'Donnell replied,
Justice Pat Harper who
"When I was elected there were nominated Pickerel for chief j stice
only two other justices on the court. said members wanted to ge the
As of Jan. 21, we had six justices on position of chief justice to circulate
the court and I felt a full court through the court. He jsaid
should have some say so as to who "O'Donnell has been at it for a /while
now."
would be the chief justice.
Justice Donald Theobald / said
O'Donnell was doing a, "rea fine
job," but had a "lot of other things
to do."
I
Theobald also expressed I confidence in how Pickerel woulq handle the job, saying she is "fairly intelligent."
I
New Chief Justice Pickerel told
The Easterner she th 9ught
O'Donnell was doing a "good/ job,"
but at times there was a 'con~lict of
' interests' present. She add~cj the
vote to seat a new chief justide was
: "nothing personal."
Seidler steps down 1
In other Superior Court matters,
Justice Chris Siedler submitted her
resignation effective Jan. 211
.
In her letter of resighation
initially, O'Donnell asked for Siedler stated she was stf pping
nominations for a new chief justice, down because, "I personally feel
Jan. 21, citing rumors that certain that a court should be con;trolled

By Tom Stanton

Pickerel
Elected
New
AS Court
Chief
Justice

jointly by every member of the
system and not one or two people."
Siedler's letter also read, "I feel
that AS Superior Court is now being
run by two people and one person
specifically and that the resonnsibilities are not equally delegated

Pat O'Donnell
to the other justices.''
Siedler's letter also expressed
unhappiness with the system,
saying, "I feel that we are not given
enough time notices as to court
dates or court meetings and at
meetings there is not sufficient information to make an intelligent
judgement or state an equally intelligent opinion ."

-----------------------------------------------~--------------..
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Women's Commission Cannot Get Office
By Jill Moll
News Writer
Charges were leveled against
Russ Hartman, business manager,
concerning office space for the
Womens Commission Tuesday by
Nancy Knight, commission
spokesperson, AS President Pat
Hayes, AS Legislator Vic Pestrin
and Dennis Brandt, Student Union
Board of Control (SUBOC) chairman.
Hartman was not available
Tuesday for comment.
He has been accused of violating
his promise to provide the Womens'
Commission adequate office space,
comparable to what they had in the
Walter Isle Memorial Bldg. (SUB)
before it was taken over by the Administration.
"The Administration promised
they would find us adequate space,"

said Knight. "A person no longer involved with the organization took
the space they were offered last
spring. We got to it and found it inadequate to carry on the functions
of the Womens Commission. They
haven't come through with their
part of the deal."
Pat Hayes said Hartman should
be, "forced to honor the original
agreement to find the Womens
Commission adequate facilities for
their operations." He said this
agreement was made when the AS
turned the SUB to the Administration, la.st year.
Vic Pestrin said he would personally pressure Hartman into finding adequate facilities for the
Womens Commission.
Brandt said, "students are
fighting students when they should
be fighting Hartman." He added he
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RECYCLABLE PAPER IS STORED in the Red Barn until a firm from Spokane
comes out and picks it up. Montie Hall, one of two men from Transportation
Services, who are assigned to gather the boxes of paper on this occasion, is
stacking them in the barn. (PHOTO: Rich Roddy) 1

feels SUBOC should make a
recommendation to the Legislature
to get some action taken on behalf
of the Womens Commission, even if
the Legislature has to go to Vice
President for Business and
Management Fred Johns, President
Emerson Shuck or the Board of
Trustees.
Hagie's Job
However, Daryl Hagie, vice president for Student Services told The
Easterner Hartman assigned to him
the task of finding new office space
for both the Black Student Union
and the Womens Commission since
they fell i'nto the category of student services.
Hagie said he offered the
Womens Commission three possible office locations; one now occupied by Upward Bound, one in the
Student Services offices and
several in Monroe Hall. The commission wanted the one in Monroe Hall,
he said.
"I personally didn't feel it was
comparable in terms of space, but
that was the one they wanted. We
are committed to finding comparable space, I thought this was
done last spring," said Haige.
Fall Quarter, Knight said they had
planned to submit a request to
SUBOC for office space in the PUB
meeting rooms, until Pat Hayes
offered them space in the Focus
room.
"We agreed to take the space
and check out other possibilities
later," said Knight.
AS Space Dispute
They were blocked from this
move by a dispute between Pestrin
and Hayes about t~.e allocation of
space in the AS offices. Pestrin
then sponsored a bill, which went to
the Legislature this week, which
would restrict allocation of, "any office space to any group, club or
organization other than AS and its
bureacratic appendages."
. .•. . . ..

"Pat Hayes shouldn't / have the minorities," and he would like to
arbitrary right to give office space have representatives of all campus
without consultation 1with the minorities near to get some input
Legislature. That is par~mount to from them.
Hayes said he felt Pestrin,
good working relations b~tween the
"responded
negatively to the
executive and legislative1branch of
Womens
Commission,
as he did to
government," said Pestrjn.
funding
ethnic
minorities,"
and that,
Pestrin objected to th~ Womens
"it
is
too
bad
Mr.
Pestrin
is
not far
Commission occupying 1
the space
sighted
enough
to
see
that
it (the
because "for one thing there is no
bill)
would
eliminate
Legal
Aid."
room for the facilities they plan to
The bill was tabled indefinately
have ," and "it wo ~ld show
by
the legislature Monday.
preferential treatment over and
Knight
said the Womens Com·
above the other clubs and
mission
will
try to go through
organizations."
"I have no qualms ~r quarrels SUBOC again , even though they are
with the Womens Co1mission. I aware SUBOC may act negatively
would be in favor of the~1 having an toward the proposal.
No Room in PUB
office in the PUB as long as it's not
in AS government offices", said
Brandt said the Womens Com·
Pestrin.
,
mission will probably not get space
Knight said at first ~he felt the in the PUB meeting rooms from
proposed bill was pointed at the SUBOC because, "we could not
Womens Commission. 'rApparently justify why we gave it to one group
it wasn't, it was just the lPrinciple of and not another. If we could come
allocating space which 1s fine, but up with the rationale we would do
that still leaves us without office it."
space," she said.
The Womens Commission will
I
also seek the assistance of Haige,
Hayes' Reasons
Pat Hayes said he btfered the Knight said.
"Right now those are the only
commission space becaµse he was,
two
options open to us," said · Ms.
"sympathetic to the plight of all
Knight.

Student's Body Found
David Reel, an Ea tern junior,
1 shop four
was found dead in a work
miles north of Cheney Tuesday
afternoon.
An autopsy revealed /Reel died of
a single gun-shot wounq to the head
from a medium calibef weapon. A
.38 caliber pistol was / found near
the body.
"All indications are t at Reel died
from a self inflicted ound," said
Detective John Goldrtian of the
Spokane County Shefiff's Office,
"Nothing has bee l definitely
decided yet," he said.
~ . "There are no indil ati011s ,that

l

there is a parallel between this incident and the beating he took two
weeks ago," Goldman said .
Reel was sent to the Veteran 's
hospital in Spokane Jan. 13 after
he sustained head injuries from an
assualt in his room in Sutton Hall.
"The investigation is continuing,"
said Detective Norman Nickerson,
of the Sheriff's Office, "We still
have a number of people we want to
interview."
Reel was the 27 year old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd H. Reel of
Freeport, , ll!ihois and a varsity
basketball player at ~astern.
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In My Opinion:

easterner
editorial

Do you think the United States
should, or has the right to conduct
air raids in Southeast Asia as stated
by President Ford?

Students Should Control
Services, Activities Fees

.....

By Carl Wirsching
Editor
Student Services and Activities Fees, $52.50 from each student's tuition
each quarter, support a wide variety of student functions. They also pay the
bonds on several dorms and the Walter Isle Memorial Bldg.
Who controls where the money is spent is the intent of the proposed ASS
Const1tut1onal Amendment, Bill No. 74-75 175. As it stands now the AS
Governme~t has little control over the money. The amendment would give
the AS Legislature the authority of "Budget and disbursal of all student services and activities fees and funds on behalf of the AS."
We urge students to vote in favor of the amendment.
The money is taken from students' tuition and students should have the
authority to disburse it. This may not lead to the best possible use of the
money; however. it is student money and should be controlled by students.
The law states the money is state money. And, even if the amendment
does pass i~ ~ill st\11 have to go to the Board of Trustees for final approval.
The admin1strat1on can be expected to fight approval of the amendment
at the next Board meeting. They want to keep control. And, if the amendment is passed by the Board, the possibility of funds being withdrawn from
Isle Memorial bonds looms on the horizon.
AS President Pat Hayes has been trying to get a definition of what Services and Activities Fees are to be used for. This amendment will allow the
legislature to determine that.
Voting for the amendment will not, in itself, assure student control of
student money, but it will be a big first step. The Board, despite what some
students think, tries to act in the best interest of the students as witnessed
by their approval of a restaurant in the PUB.
'
With an overwhelming student approval of the amendment the Board will
have a greater incentive to approve the amendment when it comes before
them .
So, vote yes for Bill No. 74-75 175, and strike a blow for student control
of student money.

Robert Macomber
Freshman-Undeclared
No. When Nixon formally
withdrew from Southeast Asia, it
was to the point of formal military
withdrawal. Any further attempt
of • aggression through bombing,
would counteract Nixon's only
highpoint in office. As a taxpayer, I
resent the fact that I am supporting
any action I don't agree with. It
should be up to the Senate.

Ron Hood
Freshman-Music
No. I feel Asia has had a difficult
.enough time already, and Ford
should worry about domestic
problems.

Bob Meade
Junior-English
No. We don't need to get involved again. We pulled out and
should stick to the terms of the
agreement made by the government to the people. The more we
get involved in secret air raids. the
more faith people will lose in the
government.

Keep Noimal Degree Progress

..

by Jeff Lorello
Managing Editor
With elections upon us The Easterner takes it's first editorial stance
rega fding proposed constitutional amendments. Specifically, the proposed
eliminati on of the normal degree progress rule (NOP).
F~r those not familiar with NOP, it is the regulation requiring the AS
president and members of the Legislature to maintain a 2.00 gpa and carry
a minim um load of 10 credit hours while in office. The rule also states all
candidates filing for the above mentioned offices must have a total of 24
cred it hours in the two quarters prior to filing.
AS President Pat Hayes and the members of the legislature have
bemoaned the fact NOP has kept a vast majority of students from involvement in AS government (83 per cent were ineligible last spring because of
NOP).
But what of the involvement of students prior to the establishment of
NOP? The Easterner has not made a study but we would venture a guess
the number would not exceed the 17 per cent eligible last spring. If a student wants to get involved he or she will, regardless of the requirements.
We feel some requ irement is necessary, other than being an enrolled
student, for candidates to file , maintain, and ascend within the Associated
Studen t Government of Eastern Washington State College. Therefore we
urge a "no" vote on elimination of normal degree progress (Bills 7475/173 , 74-75 /1 76 ) until that time a suitable compromise is offered.

Correction, Correction, Correction
Editor's note: Quotes attributed to Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Phil Marshall, in the article "Discount in Jeopardy", Vol. 26, Edition 13 of
The Easterner should have been attributed to Assistant Professor, Accounting and Decision Science, Phil Anderson.
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Ed Demkowich
Senior-Biology
No. Unless it was necessary to
preserve National defense. I don't
see the conditions in Southeast
Asia jeopardizing our national
defense.

Sherry Soss
Freshman-Education
No. I think we have enough
problems at home. We should solve
the problems of the U.S. before we
attempt to solve the problems of
the world. It's a useless waste of
money. There are people starving
here and in other places, so if we
have to get involved with other
countries we should use the money
for something worthwhile.

Norene Key
Home Economics Education
No. We better take care of our
own country's problems first, sue~
as inflation. We should train other
countries to take care of
themselves but not have to fight
their wars. I think we would be
fulfilling the peace agreement if we
rlirl thic:

Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor:
When I first saw your "Rip Off a
Narc" article in The Easterner I
thought it was a joke, but now it has
indications of being for real, and I
have a few comments.
First, you state, "Narcotics
agents who bust people for smoking
pot do damage to the person's life,
sometimes irreparable."
I feel when a person smokes pot,
takes drugs, or anything else illegal,
he should realize the risks he is
taking when he undertakes such activities. If he doesn't, he's downright
stupid, and has none to blame for
the "irreparable damage" but
himself!
Two, the narc can 't help busting
someone, it's his job. He has to eat
too, you know.
Three, if you 're not condoning the
use of marijuana and other drugs,
and personally I think you are, you
are condoning the obstruction of
justice and due process of law.
Four, since you are furnishing .any
reward money, it appears to me
that you're using The Easterner,
which a certain amount of my
money goes to support, for your
own personal use and you should
have to pay for the space as you
would an advertisement.
And lastly, marijuana smoking is
illegal, just as breaking intG, your
house and stealing e.very,thing you
own is illegal. So in a sense you are

saying, "Help me get away with
stealing this guy's stuff, because if I
get caught it could do irreparable
damage to my life."

Mark Frederickson
Sophomore, Applied Psych
Karla Frederickson
Sophomore, Applied Psych

Paul's Parables
Long before ·man climbed down from his tree, long before most of the
earth had cooled sufficiently to let the steam fall to fill the oceans was the
alabaster kingdom of Thairbones, situated high in the Himalayas.
The only residents of this magical kingdom were the two gods of good
and evil.
Oft. the god of good and Mendoo, they god of evil were perfectly
matched. Oft could not defeat Mendoo nor could evil defeat good. The
world was in balance between the two primal energies.
One day, Mendoo approached Oft with a proposal.
"Look, this constant struggle isn't ooing either one of us any good.'' the
representative.of evil said. "Why don't we divide the kingdom into two equal
parts, with you on one side and me on the other."
''That sounds fair to me," the good Oft said. "I'm sick and tired of being
"t each others throats anyway."
·
And so the line was drawn and each representative retired to their
respective side of the kingdom.
.
That night, Mendoo in his typicly evil manner snuck across the line, crept
up behind Oft and bashed him in the.head with his own harp, killing him instantly.
Mendoo then took the lifeless body that represented good and buried
him deep in one of the caverns and set out to create evil throughout the
world.
He gave man the power to reason; Nero a disposable lighter; he even
financed the construction of the Watergate Apartments.
Which only goes to prove that the evil Mendoo lives after the good 6ft is
intdrred in Thairbones. ·
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By Accreditation Team

Business School Visited

EWSC's School of Business and more research than at present, and
Administration has applied for ac- the school should not compromise
creditation from the American its undergraduate program for its
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of grad.uate program.
Business (AASCB).
.
Dr. Grant R. Thomas, dean of the
If the school is accredited, this School of Business and Administrawill mean the AASCB has tion, said accreditation is a valuable
recognized the school is meeting asset to an institution.
and maintaining the required level
He said an accredited institution
of quality in its professional educais a benefit to the facuity and
tion for business and management. students of the institution in terms
The AASCB is the sole
recognized accrediting agency in
the U.S. for bachelor and masterdegree programs in business.
There are only 168 accredited
H.T. Wong, assistant professor of
schools of business in this country
history,
has been listed in the 1975
out of the approximately 1200
edition
of
the "International Who's
business programs available ..
Four universities are currently Who in Asian Studies."
Christopher Sublett, assistant
accredited in Washington. They are
professor
of art, has been a consulSeattle University, Pacific Lutheran
tant
and
contributor
for a new book,
University, the University of
"Contemporary American Folk Art
Washington, and Washington State
and Folk Artists," written by Herbert
University.
Hemphill and Julia Weissman,
There only three institutions of published by Dutton Publishers this
higher learning in the country with month.
the title college that are accredited.
Opal Fleckenstein, associate
If Eastern became accredited it professor of art, will be going to the
would be the fourth.
Ethnic Art Exhibition at the Seattle
The accreditation process takes • Art Museum the weekend of Feb. 8
two years. In the first year the f acui- where she will see Nelson
ty of the business school studies Rockefeller's collection from the
itself and prepares a report. The Museum of Primitive Art in New
report is analyzed in the second York. This collection was esyear by an accreditation committee tablished in honor of Rockefeller's
and a visitation to the college is brother who was lost in the wilds of
New Guinea.
made by a committee.
Prof. Robert Johnson, director of
Eastern's School of Business and the Eastern Washington Gallery of
Administration was visited on Jan. Art, visited the Henry Gallery of the
12, 13, and 14. The three person University of Washington and the
team was headed by Dean Clifford Washington Arts Commission of
E. Larson of Wisconsin. He was Seattle this past weekend. He also
assisted by Dr. V. K. Zimmerman, contacted the Vancouver, B.C. Art
University of Illinois, and Eunice K. Museum as he searched for
Lange, secretary and associate exhibitions tor the 1975-76 season.
Gene L. Engene, assistant
editor of the AASCB.
professor of drama, -is currently
Two of the committees directing Feiffer's People at EWSC.
suggestions while they were here
Margaret Himel, graduate
were that the f acuity should get into teaching assistant in art, will have

of scholarships; a graduate from an
accredited school has an edge in job
placement; and employers of
graduates from accredited
programs benefit from their
employees training in these
programs.
The decision on Eastern 's
business school should be announced sometime in April.

Faculty News Notes

22- 1975 VEGA'S & NOVA'S,
•
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Receive an Additional $200 CASH
Rebate From Chevrolet Motor
Division
EXAMPLE:
1975 VEGA NOTCHBACK COUPE
Suggested Retail
$3212.75
Low Overhead Discount
250.52
Cash Rebate
200.00
Your Net Cost
2762.23
1975 NOVA 2 DR.
Suggested Retail
3772.15
Low Overhead Discount
346.13
Cash Rebate
200.00
Your Net Cost
$3226.02

i
I

I

Cash Rebate Offer Expires Feb. 28, '75.

LELAND-BEATY CHEVROLET
235-6231
-· ..

.
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pie were smoking marijuana on the truder.
Wim Albers, architectural inspecthird floor of Dryden.
According to the report the of· tor, reported to Campus Safety Jan.
ficers searched the third floor, but 21 a gold 1973 Ford Rancbero
found no evidence to support the parked near HPE Ill had not been
accusations made by the three moved for two months.
witnesses who said they could smell
An investigation by Campus
marijuana smoke.
Safety revealed the vehicle had
According to the Campus Safety been stolen from Center Ford in
report, at 3:30 a.m. Jan. 23 a resi- Spokane.
dent of ninth floor Pearce left her
The insurance company came
room to get a drink of water. After and took the car away Jan. 21.
returning to her bed someone
A calculator valued at $100 was
opened her door with a key and stolen from the second floor lounge
tried to walk in.
area of Kingston Hall Jan. 23.
The girl screamed and pushed
Ben Wade, Pearce Hall RA,
the door shut. She opened the door reported to Campus Safety Jan. 20
after hearing footsteps running someone had broken the door of the
down the hall. She found her own candy machine in the informal
keys in the lock.
lounge of Pearce Hall.
Upon searching her room she
The report stated only two candy
found
her
purse
missing,
but
found
bars
appeared to be missing.
Photo/Graphics, a traveling .
it
later
in
the
bathroom
with
nothing
A $ 100 FM stereo and tape deck
exhibition from the George Eastman
missing.
was
stolen from a car belonging to
House, has been postponed
The
girl
said
in
her
statement
to
David
Brennon parked between the
because of transportation
Campus
Safety
she
had
left
the
Fieldhouse
and the ROTC building.
problems. The exhibit was
door
unlocked
while
gone.
ApThe
report
stated the right vent
scheduled to open Jan. 27 in the
parently
the
would-be
intruder
window
was
broken
to gain entry
EWSC Art Gallery.
entered
her
room,
took
her
keys
and
Jan.
21.
The 25 photographs have been
purse and returned later.
Brennon told the officer the
tentatively re-scheduled for presenShe
was
unable
to
identify
the
instereo
had been bolted to the car.
tation some time next week according to Karl R. Morrison, Art Department Chairman.
Morrison said the exhibition is a
contemporary combination of printmaking and photography, and will
include processes such as photo
By Debby Malgesini
Silkscreen, Lithographs, and
News Writer
Etchings.
Today: Photo Graphics - EWSC Art Gallery
Sledding Party, 7 p.m., hills behind the football field
"Feiffer's People" - 7:30 p.m. - College Theatre
Judy Messenger's Jr. Recital - 8: 15 p.m. - Music Recital Hall

Sherry Doerr, Dryden Hall directoress, reported to Campus Safety
tour males were on the third floor of
Dryden drinking and trying to talk to
the girls at 11 :30 p.m. Jan. 20.
After Doerr called Campus Safety
she told the males she had called
the police. They fled from the
building, leaving the wine jug she
said.
According to the report no one
could identify the tour.
Donna Hendrickson, Dryden Hall
RA, passed on a complaint to Campus Safety Jan. 18 that some peo-

A symposium on "Improving
College Teaching" for community
colleges, public and private fouryear colleges and universities will
be held today and tomorrow.
Dr. Raymond P. Whitfield, dean
of graduate studies and seminar
director, said the main speaker
tonight will be Dr. Kenneth Eble,
professor of English, University of
Utah, speaking on "The Condition of
Teaching in Our Colleges and
Universities."
Dr. Eble was director of a twoyear Carnegie Foundation -finances
nationwide study on what institutions are doing to make
teaching important.

Inventory of 1975 Vega's &
Nova's
BUTHURRVi

YOUR LOW, LOW OVERHEAD
CHEVROLET DEALER IN DOWNTOWN CHENEY

_Dryden Drinkers Flee With Wine

Symposium On
Teaching Offered

I

:

Crime Check

( What~s Happening

• Similar Savings on
Our Entire

I

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST THE BLACK WOMAN has been the most
severe of any minority Marcia Gillespie, editor of "Essense" magazine, said
in a speech at Showalter Auditorium Feb. 22. Gillespie asserted Blacks
must clean-up their own house before going after the white society.
(PHOTO: Don McIntyre)

PhOtO Exhibit
Re-Scheduled

Buy Now at Our Low Overhead
Clearance Prices

THEN
I

three of her works shown m the
"Festival of the ?O's" Exhibition
which will open in Pullman Feb. 22.
Prof. Robert Lloyd will be
exhibiting 15 of his black and white
and color photographs stressing
social-economic themes in the
Spokane Cheney Cowles Art
Museum in April.
Ruben M. Trejo, assistant
professor of art, is visiting
Minneapolis this week, including the
famous Walker Gallery to make
slides and gather information to
supplement his Ethnic Art course
which will be offered during the
summer quarter.

~

Tomorrow:

l

Photo Graphics - EWSC Art Gallery
Wrestling Match - 7:30 p.m. - Fieldhouse
"Feiffer's People" - 7:30 p.m. - College Theatre
Semi-formal Dance with the "New Deal Rhythm Band" - 8
p.m. - midnight - PUB

Saturday:

Film "American Graffiti" - 7:30 p.m. - PUB
Wrestling Match with WWSC - 7:30 p.m. - Fieldhouse
"Feiffer's People'' - 7:30 p.m. - College Theatre

Sunday:

Film '' American Graffiti" -

Monday:

Photo Graphics - EWSC Art Gallery
Lecture "Contemporary Trends in Photography" by Robert Lloyd
- 1 p.m. - Artr Building 116

Tuesday:

Photo Graphics - EWSC Art Gallery
.
EWSC Symphonic Band - 8:15 p.m. - PUB

Wednesday:

7:30 p.m. -

PUB

Photo Graphics - EWSC Art Gallery
Film "Firesign Funnies" - 3 p.m. & 7:30 p.m. - PUB
Stevens Edrr.onds Faculty Recital - 8:15 p.m. - Music
Recital Hall

The Easterner
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Normal Degree Progress

Chan·ges Offered
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DON STOCKMAN cuts a section of carpet to fit the outer area of President
Shuck's office. The rug cost $825
and is budgeted from the Building and
Mc: intenance Fund, according to Russ Hartman, business
manager. (PHOTO: Rich Roddy)

At Legislature Meeting
' -

i,

Russ Hartman Denounced
The character of Business
Manager Russ Hartman became an
issue during an appearance bv the
director of the physical plant,
Charles Depoe at Monday's AS
Legislature meeting.
Depoe appeared before the
Legislature to trarify the policy
leading to the transfer of lead
custodian Leroy " Pete" Petrick
from the PUB to the Science
Building.

Hartman Plan
When Student Union Board of
Control (SUBOC ) Chairman Dennis
Brandt asked Depoe about
"promises made to SUBOC " last
February by Hartman concerning
personnel transfers, Depoe replied
he was unaware of such a promise.
He added Hartman told him "he did
not _recall " making any such
promise.
Brandt cla imed when SUBOC
released control of maintenance to
t he physical plant , Hartman
''agreed" to the policy of prior con sultation before transferring any
personnel.
.
Depoe indicated to the
Legislature he "would not think" a
man in Hartman 's capacity would
make such an " operational
agreement."

Hartman denounced
At th is point, Legislator Roger
Sa nden noted "various promises
ha ve not been kept" by members of
the ad min istration . AS President
Pat Hayes followed with a denun·c,at io n of Hartman's character
sa ying, ··1 would not trust what Hartrran says, any further than I could
throw hi m."
·
Hayes was referring to a number
of ag ree ment s concerning Hartman
an d students, such as the six per
cent discount at the bookstore.
In that particular instance Hayes
sai d before he left for a conventic:,n
in St . Louis he had a promise from
Hartm an ind icating the six per cent
discount would be available in the
bookstore this fall.
When he reached St. Louis Hayes
said a message was waiting for him
stating the discount would not be
ava ilable.

Displeasure noted
Hayes al so referred to an agreement made with Hartman concerni ng adequate quarters for
organizations transfered from the
Isle Memorial Building to the PUB.
The organ izations such as The

Easterner, and the Woman's Commission have expressed displeasure
regarding the moves.
Policy Expressed
In between the charges, Depoe
managed to relate to the
Legislature the policy regarding
transfers of custodial leads.
Depoe said it is the policy to ''fi t_
personalities" to specific areas on
campus. He indicated he has not
heard any "derogatory" comments
from any reassigned persons.
Legislator Vic Pestrin declared
he had heard reports Petrick was
"distraught " at the move, and said
to Depoe people are not
" machines" ·or "toy soldiers."
Pestrin sa id the policy of
" flexibility" worked well on paper,
but people are not " rational , logical
or reasonable ", so could not be
expected to act that way.
Depoe indicated to the
legislature if one person gets
special treatment, then others will
want it also. He said at this time the
policy will remain but he " was not
closing the door" on it.

Throughout his statements ,
Depoe expressed his wish to deal in
"facts" and "factual information"
but said, "maybe the rest of
Eastern's management doesn't. "

14.
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For position 10, Charles Lyle,
Josef Storz, Doug Thomas, and
Nancy Knight filed; and for position
12, Mark Fredricksen, Art Martin,
Cindy Glover, and Laurie Lane filed.

present rule.
All legislators expressed favor in
eliminating the tule with the major
reason being it now inhibits most
students from participation. The
turnover of legislators was noted
and the reason given was failure to
maintain normal degree progress.
Green Points Out Hazards
Jim Greer:i, although in favor of
doing away with the rule, pointed
out possible hazards. He said the
new proposals stipulate no
requirements. He said he didn't see
how students could not maintain
the present regulations.
Board of Trustees Feelings
Since all constitutional
amendments are required to be approved by the Board of Trustees,
Vice President of Student Services,
Daryl Hagie, was asked how the
board viewed the matter.
Hagie indicated, as did Hayes,
the Board would be in favor of the
proposed amendments.
In other matters the Legislature
took these actions:
-Sent a proposal to the
Legislative Review Committee to investigate the closure of the Phase II
complex because of thefts.
- Appointed Jim Wallingford as
AS Administrative Assistant and
Lance Gavre to the Political Action
Committee.
, Authorized the Ho Aloha 0
Hawaiian Club $760 from the
Minority Cultural Fund.

Music Ensemble To Get$$$
:

The Finance Committee Tuesday,
approved $300 of a $750 budget
request for travel and lodging for
the Eastern Washington State
College Percussion Ensemble.
According to Martin Zyskowski t
Director of the ensemble, the finan cial' assistance is necessary · to
secure the minimum travel-lodging
funds to send the ensemble to the
National Percussive Arts - Society
Finals in Anaheim, California next
spring.
Zyskowski said· the ensemble,
being a small musical organization,
is not allocated travel or operating
expenses for competitive events.
F-inance Committee Chairman

Voting Roster Complete
· Seven AS legislative positions
were offered on yesterd~y•s primary
ballot, with only two, numbers 10
and 12, having more than two candidates.
Matt~ew Mills and Hankeem
Adebesin filed for position six;
Richard Spaulding and Ron Van Dike
filed for position seven; Rhonda
Candler and Richard Berg filed for
position eight. and Terry Munther
and Chris Hickey filed· for position

Bearing down to meet the
deadline for constitutional
amendments to be placed on next
week's ballot, the AS Legislature
Monday unanamously approved two
bills calling for the elimination of
normal degree progress.
The two bills, which will appear
on the Feb. 5 General Election
Ballot, call for the elimination · of
normal degree progress for the candidates and members of the offices
of AS president and the AS
Legislature.
Normal Degree Progress
As the rule now stands, members
of the Legislature -and the AS president are required to maintain ten
hours while in office and have a
total of 24 hours the previous two
quarters before filing. The rule also
states a 2.00 gpa is to be maintained.
The new rule, if approved by student voters next week, allows any
enrolled student to qualify as long
as they have a 2.00 gpa.
Legislator Dave Breidenbach , at
the request of AS President Pat
Hayes, was the sponsor of the bill
and at the Monday meeting relayed
results of research done at other
schools regarding qualifications for
student government.
Citing Washington State colleges
and universities , Breidenbach
declared none required a certain
number of hours to be carried. ·
Hayes also related results of
research at Eastern. He said a survey of students last Spring quarter
showed 83 per cent were ineligible
for student government under the

Ga ry Nisker ran unapposed for position nine.
Results were not available at
press time.
In addition , on next week's
general ballot four constitutional
amendments will be offered. Two
bills, 74-75/174 and 74-75/176
seek to eliminate normal degree
progress for candidates filing for
the offices of AS president and the
AS Legislature.
Bill 74-75/175 seeks to have the
AS legislature assume complete
control of service and activities fees
rather than have the college control
a portion of these funds to pay
bonds on campus buildings.

Dave Breidenbach stipulated, "If we
give you the money, perhaps in
return we can get a commitment
from you,· such as noon concerts in
the PUB during the lunch hour."
Zyskowski agreed to the decision
saying, "We'd be very happy to play
concerts at noon."
Financing for last year's trip
came frol')'l contributions by department faculty, a week long bake sale,
and from the members of the
group themselves. Participating
students contributed $150 of their
own for the trip last year.
Zyskowski indicated if the group
could not get the other $450, "it
looks like we won't be going."

Snacks and Lunches
DROP-INS WEil.COME

CALL 235-4353
Corner Second & C, Chen.ey
Hours 7 a.m.- 6 p.m. Weekda sd

,.

.

Last year the group took .first
place at the Washington State Percussion Arts Society Competition
Festival and third place at the
National Percussion Arts Society
Conference Festival.

Fresh Environment
Not So Fresh
(EARTH NEWS) - The city of
Spokane, Washington, home of the
recent world's environmental fair
("Celebrating Tomorrow's Fresh Environment,") just got its report card
from the State Department of
Ecology. It flunked.
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Stance.·on M·iddle·East ·Explained
By H. Keith Quincy
Assistant Professor
Political Science
Last week, in a letter to the
editor, Marquez Hernandez came
down hard against U.S. military intervention in the Middle-East for the
purpose of securing Arab oil at a
price this nation can afford. Among
other things, Mr. Hernandez voiced
the view that "Middle-East oil has
no pertinence to the economy", and
noting that both Nixon and
Kissinger have held to a different
view he felt constrained to immediately mark them down as
frauds.
Heady with having dispatched
these two with such ease, but apparently somewhat taxed by the effort, he next turned to les~er game

a

and aimed a well-directed shot at
myself.
Mr. Hernandez registered considerable distress over the fact that
u·nder the questioning of Eaterner
reporters I had remarked that
military intervention is "justifiable
under the circumstances". Not only
was he taken aback by these words
but found them particularly alarming, "coming from a man in an
authoritative position ... "
Now while I am flattered by the
fact that Mr. Hernandez places me
in a position of authority I must
nevertheless confess that I am not
sure what meaning I should attach
to this honor. If it is my position as a
college professor he has in mind
here then I must congratulate him
on holding a novel conception of my

status in this institution.
However, since I find this unlikely
I must infer that Mr. Hernandez
took me to be an avowed expert on
the politics of the Middle-East. To
this charge I must plead innocent. I
had offered my remarks only in the
capacity of a thoughtful member of
this college community, and if I had
suspected that ahything more than
this was expected of me by the
reporters I would have directed
them elsewhere. Still, this misconception aside, I think that Mr.
Hernandez's distress over my views
deserves some comment.
Oil and Inflation
Mr. Hernandez appears to enter·
tain the illusion that an increase in
the price of oil from Arab and other
O.P.E.C. countries has little if any

ants
e··
er.

Or an engineer, an electrician, an accountant .. Childhood dreams pass with the seasons
... but one thing stays the same: every child
needs a solid education to compete in the iob
market. Spokane's School District 81 is preparing young people for every conceivable
vocation by laying groundwork necessary to
future lear.ning. Whether the future is in the
trades, b1:Jsiness or the professions, the quality
of instruction at the early ages is all-important.
Good teachers . . . and S·pokane's are gpod
. • . aire essential to the development of
society,.
T!his y·e ar's LEVY wil'I provide for the continuance of the · fine school program that has
developed over the years. It wil-1 also make
possible some budgeta,ry flexibility to help
meet increa'sed inflationary costs. Our teachers can only be as good as the programs they
work with ... suppor.t them and the children.
Rem.ember the LEVY ..• it's for the kids.

GIVE TO TBE CHILD
'or YOUR CHOICE:

VOTE TES
FOR SCHOOLS

PEB.4

HOT LINE - 326-4600
PAID FOR BY TRE CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR EDUCATION
FOR SPOKANE SCHOOL DISTRICT 81 - VERN TRITLE, CHAIRMAN
P.O. BOX 3108 • SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 99220

effect on our economy.
Now it would certainly be a most
remarkable development if a nation
with an oil based economy and
dependent on imported oil suffered
no inflationary consequences from
significant increases in foreign
petroleum prices. Furthermore,
while I would not go so far as to lay
sole blame for the present recession on this particular source of inflation I do think it reasonable to
count it as at least an aggravating
factor.
There is nothing particularly con·
troversial in these assertions.
Indeed, I take them to be the conventional view. Nevertheless, it
would appear that Mr. Hernandez is
no observer of conventions.
Yet, the detrimental effects of
O.P.E.C. pricing policy on our
economy is not really the central
question. Rather, the debate is
joined on the issue of the means at
our disposal for combating this
effect.
· If we are to take Mr. Hernandez's
word on this matter the solution lies
in "sacrifice of the self", by which I
take him to mean we should use
less oil. I have no quarrel with this
approach as at least a partial solu·
tion to the problem; I must confide,
however, that I do not share Mr.
Hernandez's moral enthusiasm for
the prospect of such a sacrifice.
Furthermore, I can't but help
suspect that he actually welcomes
the oil crisis precisely because it will
necessitate a sacrifice that, in his
own words, "carries compassion, ...hope in -the individual,
wisdom ... "
Surely wars and economic crises
must stand as tawdry sources of
moral cohesion; to use such things
as support for moral inspiration constitutes, in my view, an admission of
moral bankruptcy. Typically this is
one of the weapons in the arsenal
of the weak political leader.
Sacrifice Will Not Suffice
In any case, sacrifice alone will
not suffice. Intelligent and fearless
leadership in government is ab·
solutely necessary, leadership that
does not fear to challenge the
narrow vision of corporate
executives.
Actually, the level of leadership
required in the U.S. to weather this
crisis is far below that which is
needed , in many of the other industrial powers. We are .not overly
dependent on 0.P.E.C. oil; such is
not the case for Japan, France, Germany, and England to name only a
few. These nations are truely at the
mercy of the Ar.abs.
Even with the best leadership,
however, it may turn out that
O.P.E.C. prices are too high. What
then? Should the U.S., say, employ
military means to effect what
proved impossible by political ones?
This is a frightening prospect,
and it should not be entertained
lightly. I can contemplate its
justification only under one circumstance, and even here I view it
with "fear and trembling".
If those countries who are far
more dependent on foreign oil than
ourselves prove unequal to the task
of avoiding economic collapse be·
cause of its high price then the
U.S. would, in my view, have good
reason to exercise its military options. For a world-wide economic
collapse not only entails serious suffering for millions it would also most
probably set the stage for the
replacement of democratic regimes
with those of a more authoritarian
bent.
I find both of these consequences unacceptable. I should
add here for the purpose of clarity
that I do not deem such intervention
justified if only the U.S. proves incapable of mustering the skill and
determination to deal with this
· crisis. In this instance having failed
where others with less resources

have succeeded we should own up
to our ineptitude and not try to
mask it with talk of war.
Arab Responsibility
I find it interesting in this regard
that little criticism seems to be
leveled at the Arabs. Do they not
have some responsibility in all of
this? To be sure, they could cogently
argue that their oil has been
ruthlessly exploited for far too long;
why should they not recoup some of
their losses?
Not only this, but it should be
noted that it is only the increase in
the price of foreign oil that has
proved su.fficient to jarr us out of
our reckless disregard and
resources.
Yet, even if one were to grant all
of this it also needs to be
recognized that even the most
responsible approach by the in·
dustrialized nations in meeting this
crisis will take time. Care must be
taken that we pass through this
transition without economic disaster.
The oil producers of the MiddleEast are certainly aware of this. If
they are to act responsi bly their
prices should reflect this recognition.
Effects Widespread
It is not only the developed
nations that have a stake in this af ·
fair. Indeed, the developing nations
feel the effects of higher oil prices
far greater than we. It means they
cannot expand their industrial
development as quickly as they had
hoped; it means they cannot afford
the fertilizer and machinery to in·
crease their a I ready lagging
agricultural production.
The sherks must take some
responsibility for these countries
also. The recent announcement of
their intention to establish an inter·
national loan fund for developing
nations is an admission of this
responsibility. It remains to be seen
whether this intention will be
translated into reality and if lt will
prove sufficient to overcome the
harm that has already been done.
For those who see no responsibility here, consider the fact that
the U.S. shall soon occupy a similar
role to that now enjoyed by the
Arabs: instead of oil, however, the
commodity will be food. Even now
we use our unparalleled agricultural
productivity as a weapon of
diplomacy . Shouldn't the U.S.
deploy this weapon responsibly, or
should she at some future time be
allowed to bring down the
economies of the world for personal
profit?
Hope In Conference
Hopefully, all discussion of
military intervention in the MiddleEas t shall remain purely
hypothetical. In all probability the
upcoming conference between the
oil producing and oil consuming
counties will result in a stable policy
that will permit the development of
responsible energy usage by the indu stria Ii zed countries without
bringing them to ground upon the
shoals of economic ruin.

Indeed, for the short run the
problem might very well be to
restrain within reasonable bounds
the desire of some U.S. officials for
premature and unwarranted military
adventures. Discussion of the possible need for military intervention at
some future date is one thing, but
brandishing sabers right now is
another. This could very well lead to
a polarization that would
necessitate the very military action
that presently seems unwarranted ..
Reasonable Position?
So much for my position on this
issue. I leave it to the reader to
decide whether or not it is a
reasonable one.

'.,)
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RA's Assert They Are Misrepresenfed

,

By Carl Wirsching
Editor
Residence Hall Assistants consider drugs as a minor part of their
job with most of their time spent in
counseling and "getting along" with
dorm residents. This was the concensus of opinion at a meeting of
RA's and administration members
called by The Easterner last Friday.
"Our job is to maintain a good
living atmosphere", said one RA.
Most of the hour and a half
meeting was spent questioning the
legality, morality, purpose and
reasons for the "Rip Off a Narc"
program.
_
Claims such as, "You 're using the
paper for a personal campaign.";
" The article is like shooting
somebody to get gun control."; "It
appeared silly." were made by
several of the more than three
d07Pn

RA 'c:

so feel they are being singled out
for exposure in the "Rip Off a Narc"
program.
It was pointed out to them that
the program was never intended to
include RA's acting in their official
capacity. The program was instituted to aid The Easterner in obtaining information concerning
professional narcotics agents

employees of the state; paid to upoperating on campus.
hold the laws and; in some inQuestion Raised
stances, report the use of marijuana
The question of the role of the in the dorms to the security police.
RA and "Rip Off a Narc" arose from
However, they are not
the first tips The Easterner clandestine; sometimes warn the
received. Students called in repor- students involved without taking
ting RA's had been responsible for any official action; and even in
busts in the dorms.
those cases reported and processed
RA's on the one hand are ,through Ogden no criminal record

nrPc:Pnt

Responsibilities
RA's have the responsibility for
maintaining order on their floors,
according to Al Ogden, college disciplinary officer.
"The RA's work within the dorms
to handle the problems," he said.
Handling problems isn't always
easy, however. "I think the job of
the RA is the hardest on campus.
We expect them to be helping, and
counsel ing; as well as upholding the
laws," Daryl Hagie, vice president
for Student Services noted.
QUESTIONING RESIDENCE HALL ASSISTANTS and administration members assembled in the PUB Council
Residence Hall Assistants have a Chambers Friday at 1:30 p.m. to question the editor of The Easterner about the paper's 11 Rip Off a Narc" program.
responsibility to report any possible The session lasted an hour and a half. RA's felt they had been misrepresented and hurt by the article.
criminal actions on their floor anrl
(PHOTO: Rich Roddy)

,~

results.
As one RA said at the meeting,
"It is not like an RA is a narc."
"Students who 1ive in the dorm
make an agreement with housing
and they know they can't smoke pot
in the dorms," one RA noted.
Crime Check
The Crime Check column which
appeared in the last issue was
raised as a bone of contention. In
that story an RA's name was used
in connection with a call to Campus
Police about someone supposedly
smoking marijuana in Morrison Hall.
Several RA's felt the use of the
name labeled the RA a~ a narc.
"The two columns are associated,"
one RA said.
In response it was pointed out
the RA when reporting a possible
criminal action is a public person
making a public report on a public
matter. As such, his or her name
becomes part of the public record.
If the paper were to withhold the
RA's name because it might concern a negative incident then the
paper would be obliged to withhold
all names of all people who are involved in a negatively connotated
incident.
The Crime Check column is not
"Rip Off a Narc".
T~e general feeling of RA's con~
cermng themselves was perhaps
summed up in the words "RA's
~ren't here to be badasse;, We're
Just people. It's part of our job to enforce the law."

Erotic Film Festival Offers Vulgarity and Beauty
By Paul Warner
Associate Editor
In the twelfth year of bur exploration we have yet to find any vestiges
of a recorded language or other
means of preserving knowledge. Yet
we know this civilization must have
used some device or they wouldn't
hove been able to create what was
once the great buildings, now nothing
but brick and metal heaps on this
lonely and desolate planet.
Discovery!
One of the workers found two
metal ~ontainers with wheel-like
devices inside. Lang strips of gelatin
like material are wrapped around the
wheels. Our translators have determined the writing an the containers
read: " The Best of the 2nd Annual

New York Erotic Film Festival."
We are constructing a machine to
reveal the secrets of this long-dead
civilization.

It doesn't seem likely an advanced, alien civilization would draw
all of its conclusions from one piece
of evidence but the influence of the
Erotic Film Festival on these aliens
would give them substantial clues.
Besides viewing the entire

human anatomy from an incalculable number of angles, the
aliens (providing they were perceptive enough) would also see banality, humor, satire, vulgarity, beauty
and blatant commercialism in less
than two hours.
The first vignette was a
representation of a television commercial for the Frank Farnsworth
Funkie Finger Matteress Company.
Obviously written by a fifteen yearold asparagus, it progressed from
stupidity to boredom and back
again. It is evident that producers of
the festival used this as a contrast
to make the rest of the pieces look
good.
The second piece wasn't much
better, however. An animated short,
"Bopkins" relys on third rate art and
disassociated rock music
background to attempt humor. The
attempt failed
Six Well-done Pieces
Number three was the first of six
well-done pieces in the festival. It
dealt with a young, attractive
woman with a fruit fettish. In spite
of some of the repugnant things she

Wishbone Ash

Loud, Hard and Deep
By Kevin Kennedy
News Writer
It was the surprising sounds of
the new and almost awesome
realization of the old in a
memorable Wishbone Ash - Camel
performance at Gonzaga Kennedy
Pavilion Tuesday.
Camel, a four member group,
presented the audience with a hard
moving robustness that might be
described as blues with a bit of the
old-English dimension.
Hailing out of London and making
their debut tour, the band featured
excellent leads on synthesizer and
guitar accompanied by surprisingly
mature works on drums and bass.
Camel was well recieved and
while instant acceptance might
have been lacking to some, they did
present a good primer to the more
well-known name of Wishbone Ash.
Playing loud, hard and deep, they

displayed the contemporary rock
sound that has made them one of
England's most popular groups. ·
The group moved through their
entire performance with excellent
dual-guitar leads by Andy Powell
and Lorrie Weisen accompanied by
Tim Turner's powerful vocals.
Enthusiasm marked each song
they played with even greater emotion display_
ed by the crowd.
Some of the more memorable
songs played were "Blowing Free,"
"Time Was," "Warrior," and "Rock
n' Roll Widow," which was included
in their encore.
The concert was good with two
good bands giving two good performances. Wishbone Ash and Camel
indeed offered a much appreciated
glimpse past today's all-too-boring
music scene of bubblegum remorse
and AM radio.

did with a cucumber, the film was
well produced with smatterings of
sensitivity and symbolism.
The most imaginative of all the
entrants was a poorly
photographed, yet technically complicated piece entitled, "Life with
Video".
This was the only segment in
which all of the participants were
fully clothed throughout and dealt
with a relationship between Captain
Video (a little man in a television

Enrollment Sets

New Record
Enrollment for the current winter
quarter has reached a new all-time
record of 6,841.
Delbert L. Liljegren, registrar,
said the final official figure breaks
by 40 the previous record of 6,801
set in the fall of 1970.
It is also only the second time
EWSC registration has increased
from fall to winter, which usually
shows a drop of about five per cent.
Last fall's count was 6,390; the new
record is 451 above last fall, according to Liljegren.
The enrollment figure exceeds
the previous largest winter quarter
enrollment of 6,465 · by 376
students, Liljegren said.
Statistics also show the highest
enrollment of any winter quarter in
the number of new freshmen,
transfer students continuing
students and former students returning.
Enrollment of veterans is up
more than 200 over any other
winter quarter, he said, which is
probably attributable· to the increase in veterans' educational
benefits.
MEN! - WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No experience
required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. U-9 P.O. Box 2049, Port
An1eles, Washln,ton 98362.

set) and a woman in a negligee.
Reminiscent of a Ray Bradbury
sexual fantasy, "Life with Video",
can only be described as creative,
funny and imaginative.
The only thing outstanding in the
next vignette, entitled "A Film," was
the music. The animation was
good, though loose; but at least the
music was original.
Without a doubt, the next segment in the festival was the best of
the whole show. "Orange"
suggested obscenity, licentiousness
and vulgarity through extreme
close-ups of an Orange.
Translating Greek
Dr. Bob Gariepy, Chairman of the
Humanities Department, (who, by
the way, wasn't sitting, behind me
but was really in his office
translating Greek) tapped me on
the shoulder and said, "Take note of
her (the film maker's) name, you'll
hear more from her. (Her name, by
the way, is Karen Johnson.)
The segment which received the
most reaction from the primarily
male audience was a homosexual

satire of heterosexual relationships.
The rep4gnance of the sexual acts
overshadowed the subtly ~umorous
boy meets "girl", .one night stand
theme of the feature.
For the nostalgia freak, the
festival included an animated,
1924, porno flick entitled "Buried
Treasure". (Our alien friends would
probably deduce from this one we
had an overated perception of
ourselves and that human being
were truly animal lovers.)
The final feature; also produced
by a woman, dealt with a lesbian
relationship. This skillful production
entitled, "Holding", was designed to
sweep the audience into the mood
of the relationship and hold them
briefly in the confines of
homosexual love.
After viewing the gelatin wheels, it
appears the creatures of this planet
were psychologically complex bipeds.
They were capable of vulgarity in
con;unction with beauty; sensitivity inside calousness;
repulsion.
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From the H.eal World

Pardini Wants It Both-Ways
•'

sometimes the best defense.
In one thrust, Nixon defanged his
potential adversaries by attacking
their credibility instead. Three years
later, Nixon was elected by a
landslide victory.

By Paul Warner
Associate Editor

So you think that "the Weekly .
Reader" doesn't have much affect
on the real world. Think again.
State Representative A.J. "Bud"
Pardini refused to grant an interview to any member of The
Easterner staff because he claims
he was misquoted in an issue last
October. He compounds his refusal
by stating The Easterner refused to
print a letter he wrote, clarifying the
alleged misinterpretations.
What he fails to mention is that
he had asked the editor, Carl
Wirsching, not to print the letter. In
defferance to Pardini's wishes, Carl
filed the letter in his desk.
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If it is true Pardini is the "fair
haired boy" of the Republican Party,
destined to take Governor Dan 's
place in '76, then he had better
learn he will be held accountable for
his statements.

The story quoted Pardini as
saying he didn't think salary increases were in order for college
professors. His letter claimed he
said he wasn't for a specific increase in the prof's salaries.
There is no reason why the
reporter should misquote Pardini in
her profile of candidates. She
assures me she reported his statement accurately. The mystery is,
Pardini sent a l'etter to The
Easterner and then requested that
it not be printed.
But maybe it isn't such a mystery
after all.
By his actions, Par.din i
maneuvered The Easterner into a
"Damned if you do and damned if
you don't" position. By privately
refuting his statements he has
placed himself in the enviable position of being for and against a
political issue at the same time.
Pardini also assumes a classic
example of a Nixoneese attitude
towards the press.

CARIOCA
ELDORADO

Rings from $100 to $10,000

Keep~_ake
I

Keepsake engagement dia-

monds have perfect color. cut
and clarity. Choose from our
beautiful selection .

SMITH .
JEWElERS
Downtown Cheney
Rln •• enlu1ed to show d,tall. Trade-Mark R<1,

By way of historical perspective,
Nixon's attack on the press through
Spiro Agnew was not bee::ause he
felt the press was doing a disservice
to the public. The attack was more a
cold and calculated move to discredit the press before he
developed a credibility gap of his
own.
Nixon was at the height of his
political popularity when he sent
Agnew to Des Moines to launch the
first sortie against the American
press. He knew eventually his
Presidency would be placed in a
jeopardy through his own credibility
gap. He wasn't going to find himself
in the same position Johnson found
himself just before the '68 elections. Attack, in politics, is still

Press Power

A.J. "Bud" Pardini

Arrest a 1_:rain, But Nicely
Trainmaster Don Scott was in
The Easterner office Monday in
response to the "How to -Arrest .a
Train" article in last week's paper.
His concern is that the Burlington
Northern is receiving a bad public
image because of the situation in
downtown Cheney.
He explained the five minute
limit on trains blocking the highway
is unrealistic and enacted m~ny
years_ago when trains were shorter
and Cheney was not a switching
point for picking up the overflow
cars from Spokane. He claims other
cities in the district with similar ordinances put a 10, 15 or 20 minute
limit on the time trains are allowed
to tie up crossings.
There are several options the BN
are pursuing in alleviating the situation. They include changing the time
of day at which they add to their
strings of cars, putting the "Helper

Certified Teachers
Complete 'Pre-School
Program
DROP-INS WELCOME

1he oe"'

235-4680
4th & Gst. .

l:JNION liAVERN
302 W. RIVERSIDE

...************ I

!

WE INVITE YOU TO ENJOY ...
WE M l; AN REALLY ENJOY

LARGER THAN LIFE 12 OZ . SCHOONERS
& 60 OZ. PITCHERS·

I

HMPY HOUR J>A\LY· IPM - 41-PM: P\TC"l"- \U
WITH US . . .
SHOOT POD' - PLAV FOOS
Elegant Old Time Atmosphere

**

**
***
**

Tf'S•GRADS•PRDF'S
EARN $2000 or more & FREE 5-8
WEEKS IN EUROPE, AFRICA, ASIA.
Nationwide educationai organization
needs qualified leaders for H.S. and
Colle1e 1roups. Send name, address,
phone, school, resume, leadership
experience to: Center for foreign
Study, P.O. Box 606, Ann Arbor, Ml
48107.

engines" in the rear of the train instead of the front, switching at an
alternate route or providing a
reasonable detour around the half
mile long trains.
He did admit though the
"squeekie wheel still gets the
grease" at the BN. So if you are
bugged by having to wait longer
than is reasonable at a crossing, call
the cops.

There's been a newspaper circulating around Spokane since April
that you probably haven't heard of
yet. The reason is the editors and
writers don't have the political or
economic clout of Jack Geraghty
with "The Falls."
"Celebration Courant" is a bimonthly tabloid with sub-head of
"The Human Relations Magazine. "
Its stated purpose is to generate
dialogue for minorities, women, intellectuals or any other advocacy
that is not normally heard through
the other forms of media in the
area.
Unfortunately, their staff is very
limited. Their limitation is not only in
their size but in the scope of their
collective experience. There are no
blacks, no chicanos, no poor, no real
advocates from the myriad of
minorities that have cropped up in
the last couple of years.
The Editor of the "Courant" had
asked me to invite any advocate to
contribute to the magazine (you can
get ahold of him by calling 6244554 in Spokane).

·r,

But, But, But, But, But, But
I don't want to complain, but:
-When I got married my mother-in-law spent the whole ceremony, in the
back of the church, reading the entrails of a goat ....... .... ... . . . .
-It was a formal wedding, we had a white shotgun ... .. .. ........ .
-At the end of the ceremony, my bride looked deeply into my eyes and
said, "Not tonight, I've got a headache ... . . ..... . .. . .. . ... . .. . _.. .
-She had a no fault divorce. All she would say is, "It's not my fault, it's
your fa ult ............................ ... . . . ... . .. ....... . .. . .
-But she still calls me twice _a week, to tell me to take out the garbage.

Exxon Grants $6,000

Cheney DayCare Center

(formerly Wino Heaven)

The parallels between Nixon and
Pardini in their attitudes toward the
press are these: any medium that
utters or potentially may become a
threat should be cut off from
everything except carefully
prepared news releases. Secondly,
any statement can be easily
recanted by simply claiming bias or
misquotes.
Pardini, like Nixon, wishes only to
be accountable for statements that
win votes. And like Nixon, Pardini is
not willing to admit mistakes.

i
***
***
**
*

\***********-'

The Exxon Educational Foundation will provide EWSC with $6,000
to incorporate a program of "Peer
Counseling for purposes of helping
incoming freshmen achieve
academic success," according to
Bruce Murray, assistant ·dean of
Student Services.
The pilot program will begin on
new student Orientation Day next
fall and will continue throughout the
quarter.
"Basically, the program is
designed for incoming freshmen to
help them develop first year survival
skills," Murray said. "We'll also work
on basic academic skills in areas
such as E11glish and reading to
locate any deficiencies the new
freshman might possess," he
added.
Eastern's new program utilizes
three basic approaches. The first
approach is called the Motivation
Approach which assumes academic

achievement and satisfaction is not
likely to occur unless the freshman
is properly motivated.
The second approach assumes
carefully selected and trained
students can at least be as good as,
"if not better," than the
professionally trained counselors
when working in basic academic
skills.
Group Environment

Working with each other in a
group environment is the third approach. Working with each other's
problems, personal goals, and occupational interests will be stressed
in this approach.
Selected counselors are paid for
their work in the program. Prospective student-counselors should see
Bruce Murray , Room 115,
Showalter Hall, for more information.

j
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CHOOSE YOUR PROGRAM ABROAD FOR SPRING 1975
Increasing numbers of Eastern
students are including a foreign
study experience in their college
careers. Some spend one quarter
abroad; others stay for a year or
combine quarters in two or more
foreign locations.
Each year Eastern Washington
State College, in conjunction with
other Northwest regional

colleges and universities, offers
fully accredited academic
programs in Mexico, England
and France. This spring students
have the additional opportunity
to study in Montreal in the heart
of the French Canadian province
of Quebec, where the program
will focus on the language
civilization and culture of

,

''""'""
•
', . .. ..... f'I.

France, on the civilization and
culture of Canada, and on the
literature of North America.
If it takes a bit of thought and
planning to decide which of
~WSC's study-abroad programs
1s the one for you, the staf~ of the
Office of International Programs
would be glad to have you come
in and discuss the possibilities.

359-2201
SJWD¥0t.,

LEARN A
•·ANGUAGE
I:.
,
OR IMPR"-VE

LOCATION
v
ILO~DON,
ONE YOU KNOW ENGLAND
AVIGNON
This alternative to

study in
Washington intensifies the learning experience by providing
residence study and travel in
Great Britain. The program is
Consider a quarter in France! designed for interested students
French linguistic proficiency, who will benefit by the use of
cultural insight, and academic England as a base from which to
progress become part of the - learn and to experience firsteveryday experience when hand the history and literature of
studying in the delightful town of the English people.
The curriculum of the London
Avignon in Southern France.
program
varies ea·ch quarter,
Avignon is an ancient cultural
fall
through
spring. This coming
and trade center , clustered
spring,
classes
will be conducted
around the palace where the
by
professors
for
the University
popes lived during the exile from
of
Washington
and
the University
Rome in the 14th Century.
of
Montana.
The
courses
Medieval ramparts circle the inner city and the modern city available are: historical inspreads out around it. The sur- fluences of England upon the
rounding French landscape is Socio-Economic Development of
also rich with reminders of the Europe : European History
past. Roman ruins, medieval for- through the Prism of London;
tresses, ancient castles, and Great Britain and the Two World
famous churches provide amny Wars ; The Idea .of the Modern in
English Literature and the Visual
fascinating excursions.
Arts
; and The City and the Novel.
The quarter begins with
Upp~r
division students may
several days of orientation and
prearrange
to take individual
sight seeing in Paris, and this is
study.
followed by a three-week intenLiving accommodations and
sive French language workshop.
The curriculum for spring meals are provided with families
quarter at the Centre Univer- in residential neighborhoods
sitaire D'Avignon, Faculte des within the city limits, and classes
Lettres, is taught by faculty from are held four days a week at the
the University of Washington, the City University in the heart of
University of Montana , and London.
The ample opportunity for inPortland State University.
dividual
exploration of the
Courses offered are : Christian
wealth
of
cultural
and historical
Monasticism; Avignon and the
Medieval World; French At- attractions of London is
facilitated by a student pass for
Application should be made as titudes Toward Style; Province:
soon as possible because this Past arid Present; and French bus and underground transportala test program to be sponsored language instruction at all levels. tion. Students will want to visitby EWSC 's Office of Inter- Individual study may be London's fantastic museums and
national Programs is offered arranged ahead with EWSC the bustling and colorful Picadilspring quarter only. The deadline faculty, and classes in French ly Circus, attend Shakespearean
for application is February 15.
cooking, music or art may be theater, concerts, and perhaps a
highly successful musical, ~nd
taken for a minimal charge.
CURRICULUM:
stroll through the beautiful and
Beginning French
extensive parks right in the hub
Second Year. French
of the · city. One-day excursions
Conversational French
related to course work and a
French Civilization and
longer study-tour to places of
Culture
general
interest will be a part of
FOR INFORMATION:
Canadian Studies
the program.
,

FRA~CE

MEET ANEW
NEWESJ OPPORTUNITY F.OR
CULTURE:
GUADALAJARA, SlUDY. ABROAD:
MONTREAi!., CANADA
MEXICO
Combine educational fulfillment and the excitement of
travel in a single lea.rning
experience this spring by participating in Eastern's Mexico
Program in Guadalajara.
Classes are held at the Instructional Center in Mexico's second
largest city. Guadalajara is a
metropolis of two million inhabitants, and is noted for its
pleasant climate and its beautiful
fountains and flowers . This home
of mariachis, bullfights, and arts
and crafts can be your home for
one or more quarters.
The Mexico Instructional
Center offers a number of fully
accredited courses in a variety of
areas , including art, geography,
guitar, history, political science,
Spanish language and literature,
and Latin American studies.
Spanish is a part of every
student ' s curriculum and is
offered at beginning through advanced levels. Language instruction is supplemented by daily
contact with Mexicans, the opportunity to live with a family,
and various field experiences for
credit , such as working with
children in orphanages and
schools , and craft work under
master artisans. ·
Field trips are designed as part
of specific classes . A two-week
study tour to the pre-Columbian
ruins of the Yucatan Peninsula is
part of one course. Trips are also
taken to such places as
museums, mines, artisan
centers, and sites or
archeological , artistic , historic ,
and geographical interest.
Students from as far away as
New York, Alaska, Hawaii and
Japan have come to Guadalajara
for this unique year ' round
Mexico Program of academic
learning , field experience, and
foreign trav~l.

The student with a broad travel
background as well as the one
who wishes to have an international study experience close
to home will find spring in Montr ea 1 ·worth w h i 1e
and
exhilarating.
Canada is heir to two great
cultures, English and French,
and Montreal typifies both of
them. Located in the FrenchCanadian province of Quebec,
Montreal preserves its unique
identity by drawing heavily upon
its glorious French past and at
the same time maintaining
British traditions.
As the home of almost three
million inhabitants, Montreal is a
city well in advance of most, with
an excellent transportation
system, clean air, and fine
cultural facilities. It hosted Expo
'67 and will play host to the
Olympic Games in '76. In this
cosmopolitan center one encounters bi-lingual theater and
the latest Paresian styles.
But while the visitor enjoys the
conveniences of a modern city he
can also appreciate its
traditional character and the
scenic beauty of its surroundings.
One can tour the only walled city
left in North America, marvel at
the view of the historic plains of
Abraham and the St. Lawrence
River from atop a skyscraper, or
feel refreshed by the scene of
spring snow blanketing the
majestic Mont Royal while
walking just five minutes from
midtown.
It is in this setting that you can
study about France and Canada
this spring.
For Information on Mexico and
Montreal Programs, contact
Continuing Education, Showalter
:JO&, ~ho_ne ~J-2201. __

APPL~EARLVi

Man in the Modem World:
Canada
Literature of North America
CREDITS: 14-15
LODGINGS: Dormitory, apartment, or with a family.
T-RANSPORTATION: EWSC
bus, air, or independent travel
arrangements.

1,

I

International Programs
306 Showalter
Campus
Phone: 359-2201

APPL Yi EARLY

1

For Information on European
Programs CQntact Dr. David
Bell, Patterson Hall 2044. Phone
359-2361.
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Beer Tasting Contest At Goofy's

Hardest Test Yet
By Jay Wilson
As I was drinking more and more
News Editor
contestants had arrived. They get
Cheap thrills and a chance for their rounds and their words are
ten bucks. It sounded too good to be music to my ears. They know little
true, but there was the sign on the more than I do. Alright, I've still got
wall. "Beer tasting contest" a chance.
Tuesday at Goofy's.
. The time drags by, why won't it
I was there promptly at 3 p.m. turn five so no one else can enter?
ready to drink some beer and cap- Early results are being given. Zip,
ture the big prize. When I found only zip, one right, two right. Rob tells
two people were entered I nearly me I got three, . alright, I'm ahead!
floated to the ceiling in elation. I
I pace back and forth and finally
was never more confident in the old order a pitcher to. help steady the
taste buds.
nerves. I pray those other guys'
Then Rob Wert, Goofy's manager taste buds decide to take the day
and contest promoter said entrants off.
have until 5 p.m. to narne the eight
Finally the big moment arrives.
test beers. My confidence was 'About twenty people have taken the
shaken but only slightly. He decided test. The results are in. Rob starts
to get the three of us our rounds naming names and the number
anyway and get started.
right. Zip, zip, zip, one, zip, one, two,
Anticipation made me anxious zip, I can't believe it. I'm in there,
and then the beers arrived. With a three's gonna take it! He keeps
sip from the first cup I realized I reading then suddenly says it's a
could be in trouble. Eight beers to three way tie for first. Me, a girl and
choose from a list of twelve. This a guy. Oh no I think. Not at taste off.
was gonna be tough.
I've had too much already.
I sipped and tasted, tasted some
No such luck, Rob has decided on
more and moved on. Lucky my old a guzzling contest to determine the
friend, where are you; here Oly winner. Oh no, again. I can 't guzzle.
come on pal; slap my toungue Bud
Wait let's split the prize. No such
ale buddy. All to no avail those luck again.
beers are hiding in one of those
cups, but which one?
Rob starts handing us our beers,
Sweat began to flow as the cups I try to psyche myself, you can do it,
got dangerously low and still I can't you can do it. "GO!" I tip and drink,
be sure i.f I'm drinking Michelob or beer's running down my shirt,
Cascade. In a rash move I decide to almost empty, empty I move the
taste and name. I run through the glass towards my head just as Rob
list marking numbers by beers.
is shouting we have a winner, it ain't
Done, I sat back and breathed a me. Joe Fleming is done, what a
sigh of relief, this had been the drag! Just wait'II next time, you guys
hardest test I'd had all year.
won't have a chance.

-~i\~~i.
Justus Band

The

JOE FLEMING, right, shows winning form as he out-guzzles two other contestants to win a $10 prize at Goofy's
Tuesday. All three contestants had tied for first in a beer tasting contest by correctly naming three out of eight
beers. (PHOTO: Don McIntyre)

Torgerson Explains Outburst
By Tom Routt
Thursday morning, Jan. 14, Ron
Torgerson sat quietly in the PUB
cafeteria. Inside himself however
were feelings of great fear, fear of
the world economic situation,
straining relations between world
powers , but mostly fear en countered when meeting a stranger.
In an attempt to communicate his
fear to the other people there he
began shouting and blowing a steel
whistle.
Minutes later Campus PoJice
arrived and Ron agreed to go with
them peacefully. For four hours he
answered their questions in the

Campus Police office . The
questions, according to Ron , were
"insulting to my intelligence."
An official from Eastern State
Hospital was called in. He tried to
sedate Ron . Ron said this and the
lack of understanding of his
problems by Campus Police only
heightened his fear. The situation
overwhelmed him and another outburst occurred, this time physical.
"Feeling half doped up from the
shot I received, I tried to escape,
and cut myself while crashing
through the front door of Campus
Police. " He also said he was then
"forced" to the state hospital where
he is being held for fourteen days.
Lieut. Larry J. Montague, Campus Police said it took 10 people to
get Ron 'in the truck for transport to
the hospital.
Torgerson has been enrolled at
EWSC since 1972. During that time
he said he really enjoyed going to
school and the people he met here.
He is a Viet-Vet. While in Vietnam
he had the misfortune of . being

~Jl;fff£!~\ ~
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FRIDAY: 9 PM- 1 AM
SATURDAY: 9 PM-1 AM
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SAC
(Saturday Afternoon Club)

bu sted for grass.
Ron said his hopes of getting on
th e Navy Seal team were dE:stroyed
by the arrest. This brought a great
deal of dishonor to him, he said , and
really began to play havoc with his
nerves.
Through all his misfortunes he
feel s he has acquired a better understanding of people. Ron said he
views life as an "eternal line".
"Your past is done and over with
while the future is something we
can 't predict. Time is the measurement of this line and the clock the
tool of measurement," Ron said.
Ron said the only thing he's really
down on is suppression , especially
of young people who are experiencing the first tho:1ghts of their own .
He agreed to this interview so
people would L'nderstand and not
think badly of him. He wrote the
following poem and wished to
apologize to the other students in
the PUB that morning and to Campus Police for any hurt feelings.

"People wonder what makes me tick,
Some may think I am a prick,
But deep inside I'd like to show
That I care for all , you know,
I didn't mean to start a show,
But the sun will always melt the snow
The universe in perfect blend
Will always help a friend to lend,
What is needed by and by,
And the balance lies in one word ..... HI!
Ron Torgerson

2 PM-3:30 PM
• 1 .00 Pitchers

COME DOWN AND CELEBRATE!

SHOWALTER'S HALL TAVERN .

JOWN & COUNTRY TV

lsMovingToAlargerlocation

Yes, We afe Expanding- But We Don't Want to Move Merchandise Across Town-So .....
All Stereos- Calculators- Televisions- Speakers- Records- Tapes
·and Stereo Accessories are

DRASTICALLY REDUCED
Save 10-28-30%
Two Weeks ONLY

20% OFF All Records/Tapes
SALE ENDS FEB.15

506 1st Street- Cher~y

TOWN & COUNTRY TV INC.
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Eagles Beat Fraser

easterner
sports

Central Downs Eagles·

By Jim Waggoner
Sports Writer
Nationally ranked Central
Washington overhauled the
Screamin' Eagles with just over one
minute remaining Saturday night to
give the Wildcats a 72-69 EVCO victory before a capacity crowd at the
With the opening of Phase Ill late this spring, a question that will soon be Field House.
asked is where will funding come from to supervise and maintain the
The Eastern campus may have
facilities in the evenings and weekends for student activities.
been plagued by freezing precipitaAt the present time student services and activity fees along with vice tion, but Central's Les Wyatt obpresident services fees keeps Phase II open and staffed from 5 to 10 p.m. viously wasn't affected by the
each evening and on the weekend.
adverse weather. Wyatt, a 6'5"
Institutional Research Analyst Norman Sloan was on campus sophomore forward, scorched the
Wednesday to seek recommendations and alternatives to the ewer in- nets with an incredible 11 of 12
creasing cost of athletics at the state college level. He is seeking student casts, including the decisive sevenattitudes to the increasing demands placed on student activity and services foot jumper in the lane thrusting the
funding. Fisher is doing the research for the Council of Higher Education Wildcats into a 70-69 lead with
concerning athletic policy formation . 'Governor Dan Evans requested the 1:16 to go.
fact finding study because of a genuine frustration dealing wit~ the lack of
Wyatt 's fateful basket was
policy in funding athletics," Fisher said.
followed by a costly Eagle turnover.
The study will help determine whether students should take the brunt for Central then went into a stall, a
increasing athletic funding or whether the state should develop policies to spread out passing game, before
fund these programs.
Bernie Hite stopped the clock with a
blocking foul at :16. This was only
Recommendations Sought
the
Eagles fifth team foul and the
Fisher is searching for recommendations in student participation in inEagles
apparently decided to force
tramurals ~s well as student support in varsity sports. Women's athletic
their
opponents
into a mistake
funding increases and facility availability to students are other factors
rather
concern
themselves
with the
Fisher will use to form his recommendations to be given to the council
foul
situation.
The
bonus
free·
March 5.
throws
are
awarded
on
the
seventh
In a recent meeting between A.S. President Pat Hayes and Fisher, Hayes
attempted to represent some of the student attitudes on campus. He said team foul.
Central once again played four
that if it wasn 't for the Services and Activities Fees. Phase II would not be
corner
catch as the precious
open at night or on the weekend. He said it didn't seem fair the
seconds
ticked down until a Jeff
students should fund the facilities and then have the athletic department
McAlister
foul froze the clock at :07.
dictate the facilities use.
After an Eagle time-out the WildFee Attacked
cats ran it down to one second
Hayes also attacked the new $5 fee being asked of non-students so they when Steve Page was fouled and
can get a clean towel, jocks and socks. "They are not actually paying into calmly sank two free throws nailing
the operational costs and are getting services regular students don't get." down the Wildcats sixth straight
conference triumph.
students don't get."
Other recommendations made by Hayes included a former recommenda The Eagles had enjoyed a fivetion
point bulge, 65-60, on Ed Waters
Other recommendations made by Hayes included a former recommenda- drive down the right basline
tion he made to President Shuck last fall eliminating football, which he felt resulting in a layup with 4:28 to go.
did not attract student interest with the funds transferred into basketball, Steve Johansen hooped a pair from
which he felt did attract student interest, for recruiting pruposes.
the charity line and Ron Cos
Other recommendations at the meeting included increase facility usage retaliated with a seven-,foot
for intramural sports as well as facility times during the day that would hookshot. Central then turned the
enable commuter students to participate in the intramural program.
tide with six unanswered points
Hayes and Fisher dealt with the future of increased women's athletics culminating on Page's 23-footer,
and where the funding is to come from. Hayes said the women's program shooting the visitors out front 68asked three times the amount they received last year. Hayes said he didn't 67 at the 2:05 mark.
know where future funding would come from without cutting back in men's
Waters stormed downcourt,
athletics. Fisher questioned whether women's athletics should be funded at penetrated the lane, and dished a
a comparable level to the men's program, considering the difference in sterling pass to Cox for a layup and
equipment_cost, as in football.
the Eagles last advantage, 69-68,
COMMENT: It would be nice to see the stafe step in to take some of the with 1:40 remaining. Wyatt's
ever increasing athletic funding off the students. As the demand for heroics materialized on the Wildathletic funding increases, student legislature is faced with one of cats next possession.
The highly emotiorial game was
two options. They must either cut back on existing programs or increase
knotted on six occaisons during the
student activity fees, either way, someone gets the financial crunch.
It is absurd to build multi-million dollar facilities with operational costs first seven minutes of action before
covering daytime hours only. It's like building the Sheraton Hotel and Central opened their attack into
high gear with nine consecutive
closing it down· during the day, leaving it open only at night.
It student fees are keeping the facilities open at night, then the students points and a 28-20 lead at 4:59
before intermission. Eastern fought
should be able to dictate the use of them.
back into contention on Waters ballhandling, John Alaniva's deadly
shooting eye, and the strong inside
play of Cox and Hite. A pair of
gifte.rs by Cox lifted the Eagles
ahead but two long range jumpers
minutes of basketball dropped the by Charles Wilson gave Central a
by Scott Schell
Eagles from the Evergreen con - 36-33 half-time lead.
Sports Editor
Simon Fraser ·Mangled
Five minutes in the last two ference lead into a three way tie for
second.
Central
took
commanding
Simon
Fraser was no problem for
weeks the Eagles haven't played inlead
of
the
conference
with
a
6-0"
the aggravated Eagles who mangled
telligent basketball and as a result
have lost two key conference record, 14-2 overall. Oregon Tech, the Clansmen 91 -56 in a nonbasketball games that dropped Western, Eastern Washington and conference game at Memorial
Eastern Oregon are tied for second Fieldhouse Monday night.
them from the conference lead.
with
identical 4-2 records.
SFU never had a chance against.
Central blasted the Eagles in the
last two minutes of Saturday night's
~
game for a 72-69 win. Eastern had
built a five p9int lead, 67-62, with
3:58 remaining on a Ron Cox hook
shot. Against Oregon Tech last
week in Klamath Falls, the Eagles
,,
had a comfortable six point lead
with three minutes left. They went
to the free throw line with a
possibility of making eight points
but made none.
"We have done the difficult thing
when we have played well enough
to gain ·the lead," said Coach Jerry
i
Krause. "The easy thing is to mainI
tain a lead in the final minutes after
we've gotten it."
"We haven't played intelligent
I
ba sketball in power positions, "
I
Krause said. "We're responsible for
I
Olym p ia Brewi ng Compa ny , Olympia , Wa shington " OLY · ~·
our actions but our actions have not
Al l Olympia emp ties ore recyc lable
been responsible."
I
•r
Fjv~ ·; ~. int~lligw,t _.played"
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Eagles Drop Conf ~ lead

razzle dazzle drives, and Alaniva 's
outside jumpers destroyed the
SFU's big men. Everyone played in
the runaway victory that ended 9156.
.

the psyched-up Eagles as they built
up a quick 23-6 lead with 11 :33
remaining in the first half.
With 7:35 remaining, Eastern
ahead 31-14, Krause sent the
bench in. The first stringers were in
again at 3:49 when the Clansmen
managed to get within 11 points.
Again, a fast break offense and
rugged defense stifled SFU. First
team Bernie Hite, Ron Cox, Ed
Waters, John Alaniva and Jeff
McAlister again built the score up to
41-26 at half.
David may have beaten Goliath,
but the sparse crowd at the brick
barn saw the Eastern Goliaths embarrass the SFU Davids in the second half. Cox's pressure defense
and offense undeneath, Water's

Ea1les To ..Reven1e Spoiler"
The Eagles travel that wicked
Oregon road again this weekend
when they face Eastern Oregon in
La Grande on Feb. 11.
Krause and the Eagles hope to
revenge a loss from Eastern Oregon
last year. EOC upset the Eagles last
year in their last conference game,
62-58, to knock the Eagles out of
sole possession of the EVCO championship. As a result, the Eagles
settled for a three way championship tie with Oregon Tech and
Central.

KEVIN GRAFFIS powers past three Simon Fraser opponents for a layup
during Eastern's Monday night rout of the Clansmen. (PHOTO: Jim
Waggoner)
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Women Gymnasts

Win Big in.Seattle Meet
By Jim Elliott
Sports ·Writer
SEATTLE-Despite two controversial events centered on gymnastic
apparatus Eastern's women
dominated scoring in all events and
scored a season high of 93.00
points to win a· three way meet in
Seattle Last Friday evening.
·
The Eagles outsc'ored host school
Seattle · Ur1iversity - 76.90 a1,1d
University of British Columbia 62.95 to push their season won-lost
record to 5-1. The one defeat to
Oregon College of Ed. was by .2 of a
point.
The first controversy came when
coach Maxine Davis' team began
preparation for the meet with a
work.out to find the uneven bars
(offset to some) were not regulation height. Coach Davis decided
not to press any formal protest but
her kindness was little rewarded
when the Eagles were informed that
for the vaulting event tastern's
cushioned pad would have to be
removed from their vaulting
springboard.
Whether it was the ire of Eagles
or of women that fallowed is not
known but Eastern's gyroing gymnasts took 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, and
6th on the unevens and vaulting for
their best individual placement
finish of the year.
Chulos Leads Way
Eastern's dominance was evident
in that each event except floor exercise had an Eagle first, second, and
third. And in every event the Eagle
that was first was Linda Chulos.
The sophomore letterwoman won
floor-x with an 8.55, beam-7.50,
unevens-8.4, vault-8.0, and allarounds-32.45. lhis was her best
all-around eHort of the year.
Right behind Chulos in floor-x
was team ·captain Becky Mustard
who - scored her season best and
took third place with 8.30 points.
Mustard, another returning
letterwoman, had a disastrous three
falls on the beam to only score
4.85. She came back with a fifth
place tie on bars-6.1 and a third
place vault of 7.05. She finished
fourth in all-arounds with 26.30.
Pam Brown has been the team
runner-up to Chulos the last two
meets a·nd was the early season
leader in all-arounds. She had a
dazzling 8.1 on unevens but added
one two many walks on the beam as
the Spokane freshwoman settled
for a 5.6. She finished all-arounds in
third place.

As soon as her floor-x is put
together .freshwoman Gail Nerve.II
should increase coach Davis' allaround competitors. Norvell had her
second consecutive consistent
beam performance . in as many
weeks to take second place with
7.05.
.
She finished third on the uneven
bars with a 7.75 which included a 1
point deduction when she ~nnecessarily touched the floor with
her hand following the dismount.
Norvell also added 7.55 points for
second place in vault.

Huskies Next
Eastern's only serious injury was
to Tris Ellis. She was en-route to her
best scoring meet of the year and
most consistent following a 7.3
floor and 7.0 beam, the latter taking

third place, when unevens set her
back.
During her mount she tore the
palm side of her two middle fingers,
jammed her hip on the lower bar
during a· leg whip, slipped when her
injured fingers couldn't hold the bar,
but m~n.aged a. 5. 75 for· sixth place.
She finished all-arounds tied for
fifth.
All · the Eagles should be healthy
for this week's meet against the
University of Washington in Seattie.
Carol Ringen is still recovering from
a bruised ankle but will be ready.
The meet is dual-coed and coach
Jack Benson's men will also compete against the Huskies Friday
then the men travel to Vancouver
for a meet against the U of British
Columbia on Saturday. GO EAGLES.

Women B-Ballers

Eastern's Women's basketball
defensive pressure proved too
much for Seattle Pacific College
and the Eagles captured their third
consecutive victory, 59-52, Saturday at the Field House.
The Eagles strung 17 unanswered points together late in the
going to break open a seesaw battle
completing a weekend sweep of
roundball competition. The women
cagers rallied from a 16-point halftime deficit to overcome Idaho 5452 Friday at Moscow.
Seattle Pacific held a commanding 48-42 lead with 5:54 to go
when the Eagles started their
onslaught. Cheryl Schoesler got the
ball rolling with a pair of free throws
and one minute later point guard
Heidi Potier sank a 12-foot jumper.
Leaping Sylvia Udell hauled down
a rebound and released a perfect
outlet pass to Potier for a layup,
evening things at 48, and prompting
Seattle Pacific to call for a time-out.
This attempt to cool the highflying Eagles proved futile as Lidell
got a rebound hoop and Potier hit a
layin off a Jennifer Steinert assist
with 1:57 left. The tough pressure
defense paid dividends as Steinert
stole the ball and piloted a fastbreak resulting in Potier's 5-foot
jumper in the lane ballooning the
Eagle's lead to 56-48 at the 1:32
mark.

D.ON'T SWEAR- COMP.ARE
THE NEWSST-AND IS STILL T~ERE

Serving Cheney's Convenience Store Needs for 20 Years.
At Lowest Possible Prices. 8 a.m.-10 p.m. daily (6p.m.-Sat.) ·

~20 1st.

235.4101

•Russell StovefCandies

--

•Valentine Cards

The initial 18 minutes of the first
half were dominated bv Seattle
Pacific as they consistently
threatened to break the contest
wide open. Their largest margin was
25-17 with 3:28 left. Louise
Ratcliffe responded with a sevenfoot hook, a rebound layin and a pair
from the line.
Udell then demoralized the
visitors with three baskets in the
final 30 seconds before intermission. Udell connected on two 15foot jumpers and intercepted a pass
for a solo layin at the buzzer leading
Eastern into the locker room out
front 29-28.

Match Frida.r

Wrestlers Pre pare
Eagle wrestlers will be healthy
and ready to go in this weekend's
final home match of the season in
Memorial Field house against
Eastern Oregon on Friday and
Western Washington oh Saturday.
The Eagles are only 5-7 after a
disappointing, injury plagued start.
Coach Curt Byrnes said that the

Weight loom Closed
By Jim Elliott
Sports Writer
Eastern's Mike Marvels and Charles Atlases are out of business these
days due to the closure of Phase ll's weight room. Seems some overambitious power lifter decided to cart off a few pounds of iron last week
leaving the weight room partially weightless.
HPERA chairman Jack Leighton's decision to close the room because of
someone's abuse of the fai:;ility leaves the mind boggled . All those who
have used the room as it was intended to be used are now suffering, or
rather are going flabby, and the dumbell culprit(s) is still enjoying some sort
of workout.
What seems even sadder is that while this facility remains closed
students are still paying for its intended use. Then again perhaps the good
chairman has earmarked the amount of savings from the room's closure for
a rebate to the Associated Students. If that is the case then students are
only gaining fat and not losing money.
Fortunately for the rest of the students who use other facilities an abuse
by someone else has not warranted such actions. Consider the books that
come up missing in the library, does the library close? When graffitti continues to be scratched on restroom walls, are they closed?
In the interest of hurrying the reopening of the weight room, the
Easterner will gladly accept the missing weights. Delivery can be done confidentially, say .about noon in the quadrangle on Friday.
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healthy squad could win their last
five meets and end up with a 10-7
season.
EOC comes to Cheney with a
young team that Byrnes said are
capable of a good match. "We
expect a hard fought match,"
Byrnes said.
Some of Easterns' early injuries •
included 126 pound Dale Richard
who tore a knee ligament over
Christmas vacation. Chuck Lee in
the heavy weight division broke his
neck playing football . Gary Stidman
has been lost the last two weeks
with a separated clavicle. "Steve
Vaughn has filled in for Stidman and
did an excellent job at the Portland
State Invitational, placing third ,"
Byrnes said . "Stidman may have a
d1tflcult time gett1ng _h1s job back. "
The toughest blow that came to
the Eagles was when Don Draper
was declared inelligible to wrestle
this year after competing as an unattached wrestler in a University of
British Columbia match. Draper was
attending Seattle Pacific at the
time. He actually never wrestled
any meets for Seattle Pacific.
Byrnes feels that the Eagles will
be a better tournament team than a
dual meet team. "We are weak in a
few weights in dual meets. In early
season matches we had to forget
two weight classes," Byrnes said.
He said that in tournaments a team
can be strong in a few weights and
do well.
Byrnes said that this year's
young squad will wrestle some
exciting matches this weekend. He
said it is the last time for students
to see the wrestlers in action this
year. Most of the team will return
next year, considering there are no
seniors and two juniors.
Byrnes said the Lanny Davidson
should be exciting to watch this
weekend as he attempts to string
his undefeated record to 25. He is
presently tied with the school
record for total pins in one season
with 15 and is also ties with duai
meet pins at 9.
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SYLVIA LIDELL completes scoring end of successful fastbreak. Lidell tallied
15 points in this contest. (PHOTO: Jim Waggoner)
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Delense Beats SPC
By Jim Waggoner
Sports Writer
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